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Using ground-based observations from the Joan Oró Telescope, we have undertaken an optical             
imaging study on recent classical novae candidates in the M81 galaxy as part of an international                
collaboration amongst European observatories in the UK, Spain, Czech Republic, and Italy. 

 

Subject headings: galaxies: stellar content — galaxies: individual (M81) — stars: novae,            
cataclysmic variables. 

 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

White dwarfs are the stellar remnants of most low         
to medium-mass main sequence stars, and classical       
novae events are the most commonly observed       
violent energy outbursts both in galactic and       
extragalactic astronomy. Having this in mind and       
combining it with the results from recent studies,        
which predict that most stars are born as wide         
binaries within dense cores, and that most of them         

break apart[1][2] (Sadavoy & Stahler 2017; Kroupa       
2008), it is clear that observational novae research        
will continue to be of major relevance to improve         
current stellar physics models, and better estimate       
astronomical distances as well as accreting white       
dwarf masses in different stellar populations. 

 
Using data from MEIA2 (decommissioned) and      

LAIA, optical imagers in the Joan Oró Telescope        
(TJO) at the Montsec Astrophysical Observatory      

(OAdM)[12], we have processed and analysed a set        
of M81 brightness observations previously selected      
by a Python algorithm that independently removed       
local variable sources and compared the valid       
candidates to the current M81 historical novae       
catalogue.  

 
The aim of this report is to create useful         

magnitude vs. time scatter plots that allow us to         
study individual novae light curves and characterise       
the average M81 nova rate, magnitude, and       
maximum magnitude vs. decline rate relation      
(MMDR). 

 
 

2. THE  M81 GALAXY 

M81, also known as Bode's Galaxy, is one of the          
most conspicuous galaxies in the sky. The exact        
coordinates for this galaxy are a right ascension of         
09h 55min 33.2s and a declination of +69° 3’ 55’’,          
which places it in the Ursa Major constellation        

along with 34 smaller galaxies in its group.[3] 

Figure 1. M81 Novae. Discovered from January       
2016 to May 2019 shown in white. 

 
It is also one of the easiest galaxies to observe          

from the northern hemisphere, since its 6.8       
apparent magnitude allows it to be easily found        
with small instruments. In addition, at 26.9×14.1       
moa, M81 has a smaller apparent size than other         
neighbour galaxies (e.g. M31), making it      
observable all at once in TJO’s field of view.         
Moreover, the scrutiny of variables in M81, not        
only of cepheid variables and supernovae, but also        
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classical novae, has yielded one of the most        
well-determined distances from an external galaxy      
to ours, at 11.8 million light-years. All these        
conditions make M81 a great candidate for the        

analysis of extragalactic novae behaviour[4] 

3. CREATING THE DATABASE 

For our study purposes, we processed the data        
obtained on frequent TJO observations (twice a       
week on average) from March 2016 until       
December 2018. The raw data stored by the GAA         
research group consisted of multiple lists      
containing the detection of bright points obtained in        
every observation. Comparing the brightness of the       
points of the image with a former image of the          
galaxy and Central Bureau for Astronomical      
Telegrams (CBAT) catalogues, the laboratory was      
able to gather all the nova candidates detected        
every day. To create a valid, usable database, we         
developed a Python algorithm that creates a CSV        
file with every candidate’s coordinates, catalogue      
label, observation date, brightness, and error. 

The first part of the program extracts the position         
and brightness data for each detection (with the        
corresponding error) and stores it in a list along         
with the date of the observation. The next step is to           
put together the observations of the different novae,        
classifying them by their position on the galaxy.        
After this classification, and knowing that the life        
of an average nova is no longer than a few months,           
we also separated detections occurred in      
observations with a separation of more than three        
months, since they must correspond to different       
explosions. We also filtered the data eliminating       
the observations for which the brightness apparent       
magnitude was higher than 20.5 (which indicates a        
low brightness).  

Finally we compared the obtained list of       
candidates with the M81 historical novae catalogue       
in order to identify local variable sources against        
the varying galactic background and remove the       
data of those invalid observations from our       
database. 

The goal of the second part of the developed         
algorithm is to draw all novae brightnesses,       
creating useful magnitude vs. time scatter plots.       
With the obtained graphics we were able to study         
the brightness and duration of novae population in        
M81.  

4. M81 NOVAE LIGHT CURVES AND RATES 

Apparent magnitude depends on a celestial      
body’s intrinsic luminosity, distance from the      
observer, and any extinction of the object's light by         
interstellar dust along the line of sight. Apparent        
magnitudes range from −26.7 to fainter than +30,        
corresponding to the smaller values to brighter       
objects, being the apparent magnitude for stars       
visible from the Earth, for example, of about +6.5.         
The expression used to calculate the apparent       
magnitude is defined as: 

 
where Fx is the observed flux density using        
spectral filter x, and Fx,0 is the reference flux for          
that photometric filter.  

In contrast, an astronomical object's absolute      
magnitude will measure its intrinsic luminosity,      
expressed on the logarithmic astronomical     
magnitude scale. Thus, optical observation of      
novae can provide great information about faint       
white dwarfs that would otherwise be only       
observable via orbital mechanics in our galaxy, or        
completely invisible in other galaxies 

From all the collected and processed data, we        
distinguished between two different relevant novae.      
On the one hand, there is a set of novae with           
information from only 2 observations showing a       
considerable change in brightness, and on the other,        
there are novae with brightness information from       
three or more observation days. As far as the first          
group is concerned, we considered providing      
results on how jumps or drops in brightness from         
these novae compared to those from others, but no         
relation between either change in brightness vs.       
average apparent magnitude, or magnitude vs.      
observation time was observed. However, the      
second set of novae yielded some interesting       
results. 

From the studied, catalogued novae over three or        
more observation days, we can infer the following        
basic results. Due to a low regularity in the time          
intervals between observations, we could not      
provide any relevant, long time-span nova light       
curve, and thus, the most common behaviour is that         
of relatively stable novae showing an average       
change in magnitude of ±0.5 over 24 days, as can          
be seen in most examples cases shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Light curves of 16 M81 novae candidates with 3 or more observation data points. Y-axis in all plots                    
spans 2 apparent magnitude units but is offset to fit each nova’s brightness. Date axis has no common t-scale. 

Nevertheless, there are two particular observations      
worth discussing; and the overall analysis of these        
novae events gave us a rough insight into the basic          
characteristics of the nova population in M81. 

There is only one set of observed data we could          
primarily identify as an indication of a classically-        
described nova thermonuclear runaway (TNR),     
and that corresponds to Nova 374-1 (see last        
lightcurve in Figure 2). In February 2018, this        
nova’s apparent magnitude dropped from 19.91 to       
18.48 in just 2 days, and kept getting brighter until          
it reached 18.42 and started dimming. Thus, this        
lightcurve closely matches that of a fast nova in its          
early stage. 

As we will further discuss in the next section,         
both average and peak magnitudes of most       
observed novae lay between 18 and 20.5, but there         
are some noticeable outliers in our dataset,       
including four novae candidates in the 14.5-16.5       
magnitude range (see Figure 2 Nova 91-1) and one         
in the 11-12 range (see Figure 2 Nova 174-2).         
Trying to explain these bright events, we reached        
out to a recent study on the brightest novae in the           

Milky Way currently escaping scientific     
explanation, which showed that shockwaves     
generated during these superluminous novae TNR      
were dramatically amplifying their power and      
brightness, to the point where they dominated the        
explosion. This team reported γ-ray and optical       
observations of ASASSN-16ma, which is among      
the brightest novae ever detected in the γ spectrum,         
and found that the γ-ray and optical lightcurves        
showed a remarkable correlation, implying that the       
majority of the optical light came from reprocessed        
emission from shocks rather than the white dwarf        

itself [5] (Kwan-Lok Li et al. 2017). 

Hence, future studies using more powerful      
ground observatories or space telescopes may be       
able to link our 14.5-16.5 mag observations to        
uncommon, slow, superluminous novae like the      
ones Kwan-Lok Li et al. predict. Yet, we found no          
clear explanation allowing us to catalogue Nova       
174-2 reaching magnitudes under 11.5 as any       
classical nova event. 
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5. M81 NOVAE CHARACTERIZATION 

Although the discontinuous measurements made     
it difficult to identify the precise magnitude       
evolution or brightness peaks (if any) of each nova,         
the processing of the observations also allowed us        
to elaborate a histogram of their peak (negative)        
magnitudes. As shown in Figure 3, most peak        
apparent magnitudes are in the 18 to 20.5 range,         
with a mean magnitude of 19.44 and 2.41 variance,         
which is slightly brighter than expected. However,       
the value for both the minimum and mode        
brightness is 20.5 (5 peaks observed), and the        
interval from 20.4 to 20.5 mag accounts for 20         
novae, which most probably is a result of the         
telescope’s lower brightness limit. 

Figure 3.  M81 Nova Peak Magnitude Histogram. 

With the collected peak magnitudes we could       
also perform a linear regression between the       
duration of the observed (brightening, dimming,      
and constant) novae and the apparent magnitude of        
their peak brightness. In Figure 4 we can appreciate         
that the brighter the novae, the longer we can         
observe it.. This result supports the established       
correlation between nova peak magnitudes and the       
rates of decline, which would be measured as the         
number of days in which a nova wanes by 3          

magnitudes after a maximum.[6] Since the exact       
slope of the regression curve is subject to        
uncertainties in the adopted absolute magnitudes,      
the given representation only shows a qualitative       
view of novae behaviour, but it is sufficient to see          
that it corresponds to the expected results. 

Figure 4. Peak nova magnitude vs. time regression. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Given the short total time span and frequency        
inconsistencies of the observations, our M81 data       
was not coherent enough to provide a general        
characterisation of its nova population. Yet, the       
potential candidates’ observations examined after     
all the processing not only follow the current        
model, but may also suggest that M81 and        
extragalactic nova rates in general may have been        
underestimated. 

These primary results will soon be added to        
cooperation’s database, leaving an open door for       
future basic research on luminosity, spectral      
classification, decline rate, and formation of the       
M81 nova and white dwarf population so as to         
compare it to those in different Hubble type        
galaxies. 
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